This text is the main parts of source code of this paper implemented in Matlab R2015a. For more detailed information, please run the file "Demo_Classification.m" in "KECA-L1(new).zip". Thank you very much for your consideration. 
%%% estimating kernel width parameter X = Data1; ind = randperm(size(X,2)); dat1 = X(:,ind(1:round(size(X,2)*0.9))); dat2 = X(:,ind(round(size(X,2)*0.9)+1:end)); SIGMAS = logspace(-2,2,25); for ind_s =1:length(SIGMAS) n1sq = sum(dat1.^2); n1 = size(dat1,2); n2sq = sum(dat2.^2,1); n2 = size(dat2,2); D = (ones(n2,1)*n1sq)' + ones(n1,1)*n2sq -2*dat1'*dat2; K = (1/(SIGMAS(ind_s)*sqrt(2*pi)))*exp(-D/(2*SIGMAS(ind_s)^2)); MLE(ind_s) = sum(log(sum(K)./size(K,2))); end % maximum likelihood X = data'; n1sq = sum(X.^2); n1 = size(X,2); D = (ones(n1,1)*n1sq)' + ones(n1,1)*n1sq -2*X'*X;
